TOP COACHES PRAISE BENTLEY KINETICS’ K-VEST™, A REVOLUTIONARY
WIRELESS GOLF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM

The following are some of the testimonials that were provided after testing the product:
“The K-VEST makes it possible for me and our certified instructors to collect precise biomechanical
data from our students, allowing unprecedented insight into the mechanics of the golf swing. I am
confident that this technology is the future of golf instruction,”
David Leadbetter
David Leadbetter Golf Academy
I appreciate what you have taught us about making golf a lot simpler. Hopefully, this will reverse
the trend of over coaching, over teaching, and over thinking the game of golf.
Mike Holder
Athletic Director / Former Men’s Golf Coach
Oklahoma State University
“I have used the K-VEST with many of my clients and the results have been outstanding. The
technology is accurate, easy to use and increases the overall learning curve by providing real-time
biofeedback. The K-VEST has improved their swing technique while also reducing their risk of
injury.”
Scott Davies
Assistant Coach / Oklahoma State University Men's and Women's Golf
Director of Instruction/ Karsten Creek Golf Club
“In an age of technology and science that is focused on making a golfer's movement patterns more
efficient, there is no substitute for the K-Vest. The K-Vest allows you to capture information about
what a golfer has done with his body during the swing instantly and accurately in all three
dimensions. This information can then be used to pinpoint a diagnosis and cure for any number of
physical liabilities and their resultant swing faults.”
Cory Puyear, PT, CSCS, MGFI
Certified C.H.E.K. Golf Biomechanic
Master Golf Fitness Instructor / Facility Manager
AthletiCo Fitness and Golf Performance Center
“Wireless motion analysis that utilizes real-time biofeedback training is the future of golf
instruction. Teaching technology has evolved from still photos to live video and now to 3D motion
analysis. The K-VEST is a simple diagnostic training tool that communicates with the student at a
level that I thought would never be possible.
Tim Suzor
Director of Instruction / Kinetic Golf Academy at the Legacy Golf Resort
PGA Professional

"I believe that coupling the latest in science-based education and wireless 3D technology is the
future of golf instruction. The K-VEST has allowed me to easily view a golfer’s swing in 3D and then
simply prescribe virtual drills that will objectively enhance their functional performance and golf
performance skills."
Jeanne Dooley, PGA Professional

Bentley Kinetics has utilized sound biomechanical techniques with an innovative software design
to create a unique functional performance measurement tool. The K-Vest utilizes real-time
biofeedback characteristics which makes it a great teaching system.
Chris Welch,
Sports biomechanist
President of Welch-e Technology

Bentley Kinetics, Inc., a leader in kinetic motion analysis, has created a revolutionary
instructional system incorporating the latest in wireless motion analysis technology. The
company utilizes their motion analysis software to enhance amateur and professional athletes'
functional performance. Bentley Kinetics, Inc., is a privately held company headquartered at 48
Constitution Drive, Bedford, NH. Telephone: 603-472-3519. Fax: 603-472-3539. Web Site:
www.bentleykinetics.com.
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